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GrantForward June 2018 Researcher Newsletter: Refine Your Search Using Advanced Search Filters

June 11, 2018

Funding News: Cultural Anthropology Program Senior Research Awards
The primary objective of the Cultural Anthropology Program is to support fundamental, systematic anthropological research and training to increase understanding of the causes, consequences, and complexities of human social and cultural variability. The Cultural Anthropology Program welcomes proposals from researchers in all sub-fields of cultural anthropology and research at any temporal and spatial scale. Read more... 

June Mini-Webinar: Searching Grants — 5 Minutes Short Demonstration + Questions!

Join the GrantForward Mini-Webinar for Researchers on Friday, June 15 at 2:00 pm (Central Time).

This new format of "mini-webinar" will feature a quick demo-based instruction on how to search grants on GrantForward which lasts about 5-10 minutes and then some time for questions. The whole webinar should be less than 30 minutes.

Sign up for the webinar

---

**GrantForward Case Study: How Can I Search for Grants Using Advanced Search Filters?**

You can refine your search results beyond topical relevance, by adding advanced search filters (either on too of keywords or not). For example, suppose you are looking for grants from some sponsors, due in a range of dates, some desired grant types, for your specific role, and with a certain amount. You can follow these steps:

**Note:** You can learn about all the search filters that GrantForward supports at this [Case Study: What Advanced Search Filters Can I Use for Searching Grants?](http://research.georgiasouthern.edu/...06/11/grantforward-june-2018-researcher-newsletter-refine-your-search-using-advanced-search-filters/)

1. **Choose specific sponsors**
   Choose specific sponsors which you want to view grant opportunities. For example, choosing National Institutes of Health and Department of Health will refine your search results to only show grant opportunities from those two sponsors.

2. **Focus on a range of grant submission deadlines**
   Focus your grant search by specifying the date range of grant submission deadlines that would work best with your schedule. For example, if winter break is coming up you can focus on deadlines within the next three months to keep yourself busy with grant submissions over the break.

3. **Select grant types more relevant to your status/purpose**
   Select the types of grants that are applicable to your status and purpose. For graduate students, your grants may likely be doctoral dissertation or fellowship/scholarship. In contrast, if you are a faculty researcher, these types will not be applicable to you.

4. **Refine results by your role/academic standing**
   Some grants may target at specific types of applicants—undergraduate, graduate, international, or early career investigator. Eg., if you are a graduate student, you would select "graduate" to only show grant results applicable for graduate students.

5. **Specify your desired grant amount**
   Specify the grant award amount that you are looking for by either sliding the minimum and maximum amount bars or typing in the minimum and maximum amounts. Eg., if you are looking for grants that award a minimum of $5,000, you would enter that amount within the minimum amount field.